Items for 19th November Parish Council Meeting
1. Camping Meadow: Local Green Space designation
• Background
At the February 2013 meeting, the Parish Council resolved to make Camping Close
Meadow, the Recreation Ground and Hall Close as Local Green Spaces (LGS’s). Local
Green Spaces are areas of undeveloped land that need to be protected from
development. In order to become an LGS there are certain criteria that have to be met
including the area being demonstrably special to a local community. An LGS designated
area would have the same protection as a Green Belt, but there would be no new
restrictions or obligations on landowners. However if development is proposed on an
LGS site, South Cambs District Council would only grant permission where the
development is supported by the local community
In March 2014, the government updated the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
to say that the local planning authority (i.e. SCDC) should contact landowners at an early
stage. SCDC has recently sent out letters to all landowners of the proposed LGS’s to
allow them to respond about the designation. The deadline for responses is 1 December
2014 and the responses will then be presented to the planning inspector who is
examining the proposed Local Plan which includes the appendix on LGS’s.
•

Manor Farm Concerns
Mark Proud, the landowner of Camping Close is concerned that an LGS designation
would make developing the farm more difficult. He is hoping to seek planning
permission to have a small camp site for visitors and school groups, but this would
require Change of Use application which would be more difficult with an LGS designation

•

Contact with SCDC Senior Planning Policy Officer
I have spoken with Alison Talkington (Senior Planning Policy Officer) about the LGS
designation and she suggested it might be possible to exclude areas or redefine the
boundary of the LGS e.g. to allow camping. Further discussion or correspondence is
required to explore all the possibilities.

2. Tree Wardens Report
Actions required from the Tree Wardens report (20 October 2014)
• PC Hedge on Caxton End
I propose that we write to the owner of 10 Kingfisher Close to replant the hedge along
the existing line with native broadleaved hedging as recommended by the tree warden
• Undergrowth Removal at back of 1 Baldwins Close
As per the tree wardens recommendation, I propose that we write to the owner of 1
Balwins Close to remind them that they require permission to remove undergrowth
from the Riddy Lane embankment as the trees have an ‘Area Tree Preservation Order’.
3. Playing Field Inspections: Items discussed at a site meeting on 26 October 2014 NB & FH

•

Waste Bin at Hall Close
(Item 4.1 - 15 October Agenda) Frank said the positioning of the existing waste bin at
Hall Close Play Area was good and did not need moving.

•

BMX Track Barrier
After further consideration, Frank advises that the barrier around the BMX area does not
need to be installed at present. Currently the BMX track is not used very often (no signs
of damage to grass) and erecting a barrier is likely to be a hazard if a BMX rider were to
collide with it.
Embankment Slide
The Wicksteed inspector said that the concrete steps needed attention, however in
Frank’s opinion the steps are too far from the slide and are acceptable for now. The
inspector also said that there was wear and erosion to the side of the slide. Frank’s
opinion is that it is also acceptable for now. There is a slight trip hazard with some
exposed roots.

•

Worn area with exposed roots
•

Concrete Steps with minor damage

Broadway Play Area
Frank made some good suggestions regarding play equipment for the Broadway area
and the installation of a pedestrian gate. These would need to be considered at a
meeting when the budget is set or if any grants for play equipment become available.
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Jubilee Playing Field
Gate to Enclosed Area. The gate has been removed for modification to take the closer.
The work may take a few days.
BMX Track Barrier. The annual report recommended the fitting of a barrier to prevent
BMX riders from overshooting and intruding into adjacent play areas. A review by the
Chair of the PC concludes that the area has not been used by BMX riders and seems
unlikely to be so used in the near future. This item is to be kept under review.
Embankment Slide. The annual report comments and recommendations were likewise
reviewed by the Chair of the PC. It was concluded that to make any worthwhile
improvements to the bank would be expensive and not justified by the potential risk. The
risk of anything but a slight injury from a fall whilst climbing the bank was negligible.
Only the rubber tiles at the end of the run-out would be replaced.
Speed Bike Mobile. The missing nut cover is now available and will be replaced. Eroded
foot rest areas to be filled with rubber tile in conjunction with slide run-out improvements.
Risk: L
Rolling Barrel. Ditto to eroded area. Roller has been greased - again!. Risk: L
Rope Walkway. Lower shackle at one end in need of replacement. A locking shackle to
be ordered. It is understood that this item has been delivered; where is it? Risk: L
Timber Logs. Replacement of the missing log will require the excavation of the concrete
foundation and concreting in of the log with a new bolt attached. It is recommended that
the log is not replaced but that the old foundation bolt be removed. Risk: L
Eclipse Multi-play. The foundation to a loose structural column should be repaired ASAP
the cost has been estimated as £320. Risk: H
Grounds Maintenance. A plan for the cutting back of bushes and undergrowth should be
established to ensure that encroachment is kept in check as a matter of routine and not on
an ad-hoc basis as at present. Risk: L

Hall Close Playing Field
Annual Safety Inspection. There has not been (to my knowledge) an annual safety
inspection of this play area for some years. If there were to be an accident the PC could be
found in default and insurance cover could be jeopardised. Risk: H
Fencing. A section of the post and rail fence is in a state of collapse. There is a danger of
crushing, finger traps and cuts on sharp steel edges. I will remove the dangerous section if
the PC requires but action should be taken as a matter of urgency. Sections of the fence
further towards the school are also in a dangerous condition. Risk: H
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Gym Rings. It is now known that the height of the grab rings cannot be altered as they are
required to be high enough to walk under. It is the writers recommendation that this piece
of equipment be remove. The Gym Rings are only one part of a more comprehensive
equipment and provides little play value as a standalone item. It is not used and is in a tatty
state and deteriorating. Risk: L
Swing Frames. A painting specification has been submitted to the PC for consideration
and funding. An answer is awaited. Risk: L
Ditch & Culvert. The entrance to the culvert is blocked by debris and will increase the
danger of deep water and flooding with the approaching autumn weather. Risk: H
Wooded Border. The wooded border separating the play area from the bridleway has
been partially cleared to provide adventure play area for elder children as recommended by
Natural England and CABE. However the job has not been well done and further clearance
is necessary if the area is to be properly and usefully developed.
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